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VÅR DAG (Our/Spring Day) is an immersive dance experience, inspiring 

explorations of space and touch. A moment filled with light and colour 

when the winter in the south of Sweden is at its darkest and grayest. VÅR 

DAG is both an art experience and a dance performance. Three dancers 

lead you through our magical venue where textile artist Malin Bobeck Ta-

daa's interactive and colourful installation Water shimmers and pulsates.

Choreographer Tina Tarpgaard and composer Lars Greve have for VÅR 

DAG been inspired by movements and sounds that residents of Skåne 

have contributed during the year. 

Escape the winter darkness for a while and join us in the invigorating light! 

VÅR DAG is a unique experience that you will carry with you for a long 

time!

ABOUT SKÅNES DANSTEATER

Skånes Dansteater is a company in motion, Sweden’s largest indepen-

dent dance institution, a contemporary dance company based in Malmö. 

We present a dynamic programme of commissioned and repertory pro-

ductions and community activities in the attempt to broaden the public’s 

enjoyment and understanding of contemporary dance by making dance 

relevant, engaging and diverse, engaging the audience beyond age, bac-

kground and cultural boundaries.

TOURING
VÅR DAG is available for touring

10 januari – 11 mars 2022
Dates for 2023 can be discussed.





CONTACT

CEO / Artistic Director:  

Mira Helenius Martinsson 

Phone:  +46 70 67 88 771

Email: mira.helenius@skanesdansteater.se

Franziska Grevesmühl-v. Marcard

Email: info@grevesmuehl.de

PRICE

Price on request.

CREATIVE TEAM
CHOREOGRAPHY Tina Tarpgaard with inspiration from Skåne’s inhabitants

MUSIC Lars Greve with inspiration from Skåne’s inhabitants

SCULPTURE Water by Malin Bobeck Tadaa

LIGHTING DESIGN Peter Lundin

COSTUME DESIGN Åsa Gjerstad

DANCERS Maria Pilar Abaurrea Zardoya, Kit Brown, Samuel Denton and Laura Lohi alternates 
in VÅR DAG. Three of the dancers perform in each event. 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
ON TOUR: 10 januari – 11 mars 2022. Dates for 2023 can be discussed.

DURATION: An interactive experience. Performances every 30 mins, 7 times, for 4 hours.
The audience can choose to stay longer.

NUMBER IN AUDIENCE:  25 people. Approx 175 people during one day.

AGE RECOMMENDATION: The performance suits all ages.

PARTICIPANTS:  3 dancers and the textile sculpture Water.

VENUE: Suitable for an airy room bigger than 12 x 16 m x (H) 4 m. Blackout is desirable.
Access to changing rooms and toilets.

POWER: 3 x 16 amp CEE outlet.

SET UP: We need access to the room the day before the performance.

SET-UP CREW: Approx 5 allround technicians.

SKÅNES DANSTEATER STAFF: In total 8 people (4 dancers, 1 rehearsal director, 3 technicians 
including a driver).



ABOUT THE TEAM

Tina Tarpgaard Choreography

Tina Tarpgaard is a choreographer and dancer based in Copenhagen. In 2005, 

she founded the dance company Recoil performance group working with chor-

eographic and cross-aesthetic projects since, for example in collaboration with 

software artists and bio artists. Tina’s works have won several awards both natio-

nally and internationally.

Lars Greve Music

Over the past 15 years, the musician Lars Greve has released over 50 studio 

albums in various collaborations, several of which have been nominated for the 

Danish Music Awards. He was nominated for the Swedish Guldbagge Awards for 

best original music in 2020. Lars is a composer, saxophonist and clarinettist and 

often creates works that challenge the traditional musical formats.

Malin Bobeck Tadaa Sculpture

Malin Bobeck Tadaa is a textile artist and designer who works with smart textiles, 

combining traditional materials with optical fibres, LEDs and new technology.

Åsa Gjerstad Costume design

Åsa Gjerstad has a background as a fashion designer with collections in her own 

name. For the past 15 years she has worked exclusively with stage costumes for 

circus, theatre, opera and dance, pop bands, film and television.

Peter Lundin Lighting design

Peter Lundin has worked with performing arts since the eighties. He has worked 

primarily with dance performances, but has also created lighting design for opera, 

drama and musicals. For a few years now, Peter has also been working with TV 

productions. Since 2010, he runs the company Qpoint and has collaborated with 

numerous dance companies in Europe.

Dancers
Maria Pilar Abaurrea Zardoya 
Kit Brown 
Samuel Denton 
Laura Lohi
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